
OUTDECO®  

OUTDECO® is the original innovator of Australian hardwood modular outdoor screens. The Gardenscreen™ range 

represents cost-effective, versatile and ready-to-install decorative screens to enhance any backyard or landscape 

project big or small. OUTDECO’s unique size, format and production system has been specifically engineered and 

tested to suit Australian outdoor conditions. 

READY- TO- INSTALL 

- Gardenscreen™ has the versatility of a modular size which is:  

- Easy to Transport 

- Easy to Carry (approx 5kg) 

- Easy to install 

- Size engineered for frequent sturdy framing and support 

SUSTAINABLE AUSTRALIAN HARDWOOD 
The Soft Warm Organic Feel of Timber 

Pictured here is the distinct and beautiful texture of OUTDECO® Decoshield™ Natural Finish. This rich fibrous texture 

and dark tannin colour is the look that OUTDECO® pioneered and is sought for. Without the hard sharp edges and 

‘hot-plate’ heat of steel in the sun, timber offers the look and feel of a sought, warm, organic compliment to living foliage 

in the landscape, not to mention it is carbon negative as opposed to carbon positive metal options. The core substrate 

is created from sustainable timber by-product that is only certified new-growth source and, is otherwise waste. 

Hardwood fibre makes up 97 per cent of the substrate, and amazingly there are no nasty synthetic additives like other 

composite boards. The hardwood substrate has been proven in building application for decades and OUTDECO’s 

designers, product engineers and industrial chemists, have developed the product over many years. 

10 Year Material Warranty 

10 YEAR WARRANTY against material rot, bloat or delamination under normal outdoor ‘run-off’ conditions. Screens 

mounted in vertical plain, not submerged/ constant contact with water, soil or chemicals. Installations are the 

responsibility of the the installer. Directions must be followed, see online for more details. 

THE RANGE 

60% RANGE 

MAHJONG™ is one of our 60% privacy/ blockout range. It’s simple rectangular geometry creates a visual language 

can be drawn to oriental, artdeco or 60s geomtry. It’s more open and lighter than the 80 or 90%+ designs, so is very 

effective as partial partitioning within a space, or as a dramatic effect on a wall or fence. 

LEAFSTREAM™ is a 60% Privacy/ Blockout Design. Its flowing organic form is reminiscient of flowing water, leaves or 

indigenous textures like string fish nets. It creates beautiful shadow effects in natural light and is a perfect compliment 

to a garden. Compared to our other patterns its very light and open, and is brilliant for ambient visual effects as a 

suggestive divider, some wall art or vertical interest or even as an internal feature. 

80% RANGE 

BUNGALOW™ is a popular choice in our 80% privacy/ blockout range. It’s lineal but organic language has a very 

strong tie to the natural landscape and can compliment, yet soften vertical structure within a landscape. At 80% privacy/ 

blockout it is perfect for boundary screening on a fence or wall, great for walling features and many other applications.  

MARAKESH™ is a popular classic. Its geometry is influenced by Moroccan patterns, but its simple organic treatment is 

reminiscent of interwoven branches and marries with mid-20th century architectural screening which continues to 

resurge in contemporary design. Its 80% privacy/ blockout makes it suitable for the common “boundary fence” scenario 

and a plethora of other applications. 



NEST™ is a part of our 80% privacy/ blockout range and is the opposed of geometric. Inspired by the tangled mass of  

bird’s nest, tangled undergrowth or tribal rattan weaving the pattern is a simple organic textural backdrop to blend into 

your outdoor space. It also lends itself to an oriental theme. 

At 80% privacy/ blockout it is perfect for boundary screening on a fence or wall, great for walling feature and many 

other applications. 

LANTERN™ is a popular choice in our 80% privacy/ blockout range. It’s traditional geometry has a Moroccan chic to it, 

but it is also in keeping with period architecture and modern. At 80% privacy/ blockout it is perfect for boundary 

screening on a fence or wall, great for walling feature and many other applications.  

OSAKA™ is from our original 80% privacy/ blockout range. It’s traditional geometry has a Japanese influence (without 

being obviously ‘oriental’ in theme). It is also reminiscent of 60s geometric styling which is very current. At 80% privacy/ 

blockout it is perfect for boundary screening on a fence or wall, great for walling features and many other applications. 

WOOLOOMAI™ has a loose wavy nature that dances across the surface, evocative of the ocean, an iconic aussie 

beach theme, river rapids or (in portrait orientation), foliage. Its 80% privacy/ blockout makes it suitable and compliant 

for most common “boundary fence” scenarios, at height barriers and a plethora of other applications.  

NEST™ is a part of our 80% privacy/ blockout range and is the opposed of geometric. Inspired by the tangled mass of  

bird’s nest, tangled undergrowth or tribal rattan weaving the pattern is a simple organic textural backdrop to blend into 

your outdoor space. It also lends itself to an oriental theme. 

At 80% privacy/ blockout it is perfect for boundary screening on a fence or wall, great for walling feature and many 

other applications.     

HERRINGBONE™ is our unique play on an artisan and architectural pattern that is both contemporary and traditional 

at the same time. It is reminiscent  floor tile of ancient architecture from Europe, to Middle-East and Asia, but also seen 

in uber-chic fashion textiles of mid-century and now in the edgiest contemporary interiors.  

The geometry is super simple, but with a little twist to create a zig-zaggy play that will breakup large imposing 

rectangular surfaces, and offer a complimentary effect to foliage. The pattern has been refined to a 80% privacy level, 

so that it is compliant for many privacy and boundary applications, and is has a mid-range visual impact for artistic 

effects.    

GONDWANA™ was inspired by the treasure of Australian old-growth rainforests, in which many of the species and 

visual detailing has endured since the prehistoric supercontinent of Gondwana .  

The thin lines are designed to offer 90%+ privacy for a screening on-par with traditional timber slats, and create an 

overall architectural language of vertical repetitive rhythm, but the fluid organic lines trickle and meander down the 

surface to create a subtle softening, yet distinct architectural backdrop to your garden or outdoor lifestyle space. The 

almost 100% coverage makes it perfect for unique walling-cladding features or as a free-standing fence, partition. 

The lines are indicative of a cascading waterfall, the layering bark of a giant old-growth tree trunk, or even the minute 

patterning of vibrant green undergrowth foliage.  

 

CUMULUS™ is part of the new 90%+ (High Privacy/ Blockout) range. Its circular lines create a light fluffy organic 

movement across the surface that is reminiscent of fluffy white clouds or layers of foliage. It is both an architectural 

statement, yet subtle and complimentary within a planted outdoor space. The privacy/ blockout is almost total, making 

a perfect solution for high privacy or cladding type applications like cladding planter boxes, storage boxes, retainers 

etc.. 

STAR ANAIS™ has a simple but striking geometry is reminiscent of Japanese or Moroccan motifs, but simplified to 60s 

style modernism. At 90%+ privacy/ blockout it creates a unique new alternative to high privacy screening like timber 

slats, but with a whole new visual language.  

ORCHARD™ has a lineal langauge and foliage based details, which make it a simple organic style, that is soft and 

complimentary to many architectural styles and a perfect backdrop to garden foliage. The privacy or blockout is almost total, 

making it a perfect solution for high privacy or cladding type applications like cladding planters, bench/ storage boxes, retainers 

etc.  

 

 


